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PART ONE: READING FOR COMPREHENSION(8 points)

Read the text below and do all the activities that follow

Carnival in the Caribbean
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Fort de France were filled with huge crowds, elaborate costumes and pulsing music. Daily
routines and commitments were completely abandoned while everyone took to the streets
with crazy dance moves and exuberant costumes. In Martinique, carnival is a celebration
that brings people together, regardless of their age, ethnicity or religion. Everybody is
united in this grand celebration of life. An interesting aspect of carnival for me when I was
there to see how many different cultural influences there were. The performances of the
street revelers strongly mirrored ritual African dance, while the costumes were European,
with lavish masks closely resembling the costume of French masquerade balls. The music
was also unique blend of West African, Caribbean and European influences.

So, what are the roots of Martinique’s culture? Most of the population of Martinique are of
African descent. They can trace their history back to Africans who were brought to the
Caribbean as slaves. After the abolition of slavery, many Caribbean societies embraced
forms of African culture and identity, which are strongly in evidence today. As an overseas
department of France and a former colony of France, Martinique is also deeply influenced
by French culture.

Adapted from https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/magazine/life-around-
world/carnival-caribbean

COMPREHENSION CHECK

A- Vocabulary check;Read carefully the text and match the words from Column A with
their synonyms in column B. Do like in the example:
Example: 1-huge = d-immense

Column A Column B
1- Huge (L1) a- Bondage
2- Costumes (L1) b- Origins
3- Crazy (L2) c- Profoundly
4- Carnival (L5) d- Immense
5- Strongly (L7) e- Adopted
6- Roots (L10) f- Outfits
7- Embraced (L12) g- Festival
8- Slavery (L13) h- Mad
9- Deeply (L14) i- Forcefully

A- Comprehension Questions

Read the text again and give short answers (two lines maximum) to the following questions.



1- Say which event is celebrated in Fort de France?
2- What did people wear during this celebration?
3- Where do most of the population of Martinique come from?
4- What is the importance of this celebration for the population of Martinique?

PART TWO: LANGUAGE IN USE (6 points)

A- This passage is about a festival. Fill in the blank with a correct preposition from the
box.Do like the example : 1- on

Every year in our village initiation of poro is an important moment. During the festival which took
place ……… (1)……… Thursday ………… (2)………..my village, many people were gathered
……… (3)………… the village square. ………… (4)……..nine, the ceremony started and the
priest came to praise gods. The priests dressed differently.

B- The statements below are about carnival in the Caribbean. Complete the sentences with
the bestoption.
Do like the example:
Example: 1 – C (was held)

1- The carnival in the Caribbean …………….in June.
a- holds
b- has held
c- was held

2- Commitment ……………… while everyone took to the streets.
a- gave up
b- were given up
c- has given up

3- Everybody ……………… in this grand celebration.
a- gathers
b- has gathered
c- is gathered

4- Africans who ……………….in the carnival danced particularly.
a- Were taking part
b- Took part
c- Have taken

PART THREE: WRITING (6 points)

As a journalist of the Guardian, an English Magazine, you are asked to write an article on a famous
celebration in your region. In the article:

1- Name the celebration
2- Tell the way people dress up and what they do during the celebration
3- Write about the importance of this cultural activity

(12 lines maximum)

In - on - at - upon
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